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Energy
of the Future
We talk about it, we study it, we are looking for sustainable
solutions. The tipic, in fact, is at the centre of discussion of
the research world and is the focus of Expo 2017 in Astana
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for Innovation and Research, just as
Leonardo said at his time: “Observe
nature; it is inspiring”. These universal themes of the Expo-2017 have attracted over 111 countries and numerous international organizations. Five
million people are expected. A world
committee was created to select the
best projects for earth in regards to
the theme of Renewable Energy of
the Future. It is a great challenge for
Kazakhstan, a transcontinental state,
in between Europe and Asia, and as a
former republic of the Soviet Union.
Bordering Russia, China, and some
of central countries of Asia, such as
Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan, it is bordered for a stretch
by the Caspian Sea coast. Thanks
to its 2.7 million square kilometers,
Kazakhstan is ninth among the largest countries of the world, an area
equal to western Europe. Its border
with Russia to the north and west,
6,846 kilometers long is one of the
longest in the world. But let’s return
to Expo-2017: One of the greatest
attractions of Astana are the project
winners of the Best Practices Area
Expo-2017, which were selected by
the International Committee, composed of the Secretary General of
the Bureau International des Expositions (Bie), the Nobel Prize winner in
Physics George F. Smoot and Chormanov Erbol, the Vice President of
the National Council of Astana Expo-2017 society. An astounding 132
projects, hailing from all over the
world, have been examined. We speak about it with Professor Smoot, of
the University of California, Berkeley, and professor at the Sorbonne,
Université Denis Diderot in Paris
and at the University of Hong Kong:
“We have carefully examined all of
the 132 projects, which were truly
interesting. It was difficult to select
the winners who will be presented
at the Best Practices Area pavilion.
The visitors to the Expo-2017 will
be surprised”. So mark the calendar
in Astana from June 10, 2017 to discover these extraordinary innovative projects that will bring the world
forward into the future.

Research&
Innovation
Report on
EXPO-2017 Astana

T

o understand the choice of
theme of the Astana Expo-2017 “Energy of the future thanks to Research and Innovation”, let’s discover the exhibition
“Transformation”, a prelude to the
expo at the Grand Palais in Paris.
Composed of sculpture and multimedia, Transformation was created
by a great Kazakhstani artist: Almagul Menlibayeva. The immense installation explores the universal issue
of transformation of a society and its
Future, offering us a chance to understand the deep motives behind
Kazakhstan’s brave theme choice
of innovator of Energy of the Future since 2011, winner in 2012 of the
selection of the Bureau International
des Expositions (Bie) in Paris. Energy is one of the seven world priorities.
Transformation has been welcomed
in the Vip hall of the Grand Palais:
the whole space, a large volume 1200 sq. meters and about seventeen
meters high - has been admirably filled by Menlibayeva. Installation 22
Kurchatov exposes the numerous nuclear tests, carried out from 1949 to
1991 in the Kazakh city of Kurchatov
when Kazakhstan was part of the Soviet empire; even today one-sixth of
this immense nation, the equivalent
of the Italian territory, suffers from
the past nuclear testing and many
individuals and families, over 3 generations, have been and are affected.
Kazakhstan celebrates its first 25 years of independence looking to the
future, Menlibayeva returns back to
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Kurchatov, where a new nuclear reactor has been installed. This latest
generation device uses a highly sophisticated fusion system, which, although now it is for civil application,
it inevitably evokes a military past ...
The Astana creation uses the Expo2017’s city name, having risen in 1991
as the new capital of Kazakhstan,
through the futuristic architecture of
this city of the XXI century, only built
a few years ago on a desert steppe. All
the Transformation works are related

Event area of the Expo-2017, Astana

to the Expo-2017 Astana, thanks to
the immersive presentation projected
through multiple screens and which
also includes a giant rug with a design, conceived by Menlibayeva as
well, and that is a contemporary version of the ancestral creative medium
of Kazakhstan. We now enter in the
heart of Expo-2017, that highlights
universal themes of the Future, in
respect of the dialog between tradition and modernity, in full respect
of nature, the source of inspiration

-P.Antolini-SpadaforaNovembre 2015 PLATINUM

PLATINUM Novembre 2015
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The future is
in materials
N
Marco Falzetti
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ew. Extreme. Lightweight
and High-Performance.
The adjectives may differ,
but there is one common thread that
binds the projects we are about to read: the importance of research into
materials. “Italia is heavily involved
in all areas of research into materials,
as well as being part of the Horizon
2020 programme. If anything, the
problem is a result of industrial production: here our country-but also
Europe in general lacks a great presence, whereas the majority comes
from China, Japan, United States…”.
Words of Marco Falzetti, President of
EuMaT (European Technology Platform on Advanced Materials), Director of Apre (Agency for the Promotion
of European Research). He immediately points out: “Italia also has many
areas in which research into materials
can give very significant findings in
the world of manufacturing. I am referring to advanced fields, such as the
biomedical industry in which Italy is
one of the countries most capable of

success with regards to technological
components of personalised medicine. More traditional sectors such as
advanced metallurgy (e.g. powder
metallurgy and alloys optimised for
3D printing) may also be very rewarding, because we have exceptional
know-how and we are in the position
to drive a developing sector. It is important to understand, however, that
talk of innovation in the development
and application of materials does not
mean only focusing on the disruptive aspect. It may be a large element
of innovation, and therefore a great
impact on the market also simply by
improving the performance and use
of existing materials. In a country
where ingenuity, inventiveness and
creativity are in its Dna, the material remains the key to changing the
innovation of a production system
based on the ability to transform
matter into high-spec products, and
this is true whether we talk of Made
in Italy, advanced mechanics or any
other field”.
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Satellite
driven trains
An experimental system which might soon become standard

I

n a not so distant future, train
travel will be controlled by satellite technology. This will
have been made possible by new
technological devices, thanks to
which the information points along
the rail line in the signalling area
- currently made by two eurobalises - will be substituted by vir-

tual “buoys” managed by the Virtual Balise Reader, a safety device
which contains satellite receivers.
In this process, Italia is at the forefront: thanks to the activity of
Ansaldo STS, the Italian company
which is part of the Hitachi Group,
and which coordinates a European
project with the name of Ersat Eav.

After years of research, at the end of
February the company carried out
a demonstration with a test trip, on
a train between Cagliari and Decimomannu with excellent results,
which opens the path to future developments and system certification.
“The market for train signals, the
core business for Ansaldo STS - no-

tes the Ceo Andy Barr - requires
increasingly innovative solutions,
reliable and competitive in terms
of cost, time and energy, in addition to safety and environmental
impact. We are particularly proud
of having developed this innovative
technology, which has already created notable interest from managers
of infrastructure and railways in
Italia and Europe, seeing the numerous advantages of the system”.
Advantages of different kinds: Ersat
allows to increase the traffic capability for train companies, favouring travellers, while reducing CO2
emissions; at the same time, it guarantees higher standards compared
to current ones, in terms of both safety and punctuality; and it also re-

Andy Barr
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duces management costs, since the
new technological devices require
a lower investment for installation
and maintenance. For the company,
the demonstration in Sardegna also
had another important objective:
to show how the system, integrated
with the satellite, can work not only
with Ansaldo’s augmentation network, but also with others. “Since
the objective is to be able to use a
standard interoperable augmentation network - explains Salvatore
Sabina, head of the satellite projects
for Ansaldo STS -. We used the network belonging to Sogei, and we
confi rmed the possibility of using a
public system to implement this solution, with very promising results”.
The Ansaldo STS solution has already been active for a few months in
Australia - the fi rst solution in the
world - even if only for freight traffic. Now the objective is to extend
the system to passenger transport:
in Cagliari, Rfi and Trenitalia have declared that the objective is
to put the system into practice by
2020. To reach this objective it is
necessary to face the provisional
aspect: since we are talking about
safety, adequate standards must be
defi ned. “From now until then, our
job is multi-fold - continues Sabina
-. On the one hand, we will work
towards a further improvement of
technology, not only in regards to
the products installed in the stations, on the train or along the line,
but also of the processes necessary
to create them. On the other hand,

Railways
at the top
Ersat Eav is a project financed
as part of the European Horizon
2020 programme, and part of
the Ersat project. To put it into
context, we have to start with
Ertms: a European system for
the management, control and
protection of rail traffic, designed with the aim of substituting
the multiple circulation and safety systems of the various European rail networks (which were
incompatible with each other)
and to guarantee the interoperability of trains, especially on the
new high speed rail networks.
Instead, Ersat is a system that
interfaces Ertms rail technology
with Galileo satellite navigation
and localisation. Lastly, Ersat
Eav, coordinated by Ansaldo Sts,
is the project experimenting new
localisation algorithms and the
possibility of integrating Galileo
in the Ertms system of Ansaldo
Sts, together with the satellite
technology in the solution planned for Ersat.

we will support the National Agency
for Rail Safety to identify the necessary elements to facilitate and speed
up the process to draw up the provisions”. The final objective is that Italia take advantage of this initiative
and get nationwide coverage as soon
as possible. By 2020, once the standard provisions have been defi ned,
we will create the fi rst pilot line for
the testing process. “We have already carried out a series of actions to
identify the pilot line: it could be once again in Sardegna, or Piemonte,
we haven’t decided yet”, notes Sabina. In the meantime, the system is
garnering attention from other European countries: “Italia is at the
forefront, but France and Germany
are analysing the solutions based on
satellite localisation and may soon
decide to apply it themselves...”.
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Energy towards
perfection

Solution for critical
raw materials

Gallium nitride is the material of the future to prevent
wasted energy

A coordination and support project that involves 170 european researchers

On a global scale, you would need
nergy is one of the ma200 nuclear plants to produce the
jor challenges for Europe
energy that is lost”. To reduce such
today. The way in which
losses we must create more efficient
energy is produced and used has a
circuits that use electronic devices
great impact on the economy, the
made from new materials, because
environment and society. Currensilicon - currently used - has reached
tly, 40% of the energy used in the
its limits. It is now time for GaN:
world is electricity, and it is ex“Gallium and nitrogen are widely
pected to reach 60% by 2040. This
available and GaN can be produced
enormous amount of energy not only
on an industrial scale with special
needs to be produced with a low
chemical reactors”. A material with
environmental impact but also to
performances 10 to 100 times higher
be distributed and used efficiently.
than silicon, which could result in
These are the requirements of the
conversion systems achieving a 99%
three-year project “InRel-NPower”,
conversion efficiency. However, it is
recently launched and coordinated
by Professor Gaudenzio
Meneghesso of the Department of Information
Engineering (DEI), University of Padova, which
now boasts twenty years
of research into a material
that will become crucial
in this area: gallium nitride (GaN). “It is the material of the future - begins
Meneghesso - many do
not realise, but it is already used a lot, for example
in Led lamps. The energy challenge needs to be
tackled on two fronts: to
fi nd new sources with a
low environmental impact and to use energy efficiently without wasting
it”. The theme of conversion is vital for the latter:
today it is estimated that
10% is lost in electric power conversion. “Every time I transform electrical
Gaudenzio Meneghesso
energy from one form to
another, I lose a part of it.
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a relatively new material (the fi rst
transistors were mentioned in literature in 1993): in order to render
it a “mature” technology, important
steps are still required and these are
exactly what the project intends to
address. “We work on three parallel
levels, in collaboration with 10 partners from different countries. The
basic one, is formed by two actions
- creating transistors from GaN that
reach a sufficient quality to produce
robust and reliable circuits, in collaboration with the Belgian companies OnSemi and Epigan and with
the University of Ghent; - producing
prototypes that demonstrate the true potential
of the new devices, involving major industrial
partners such as Bosch,
Siemens and CE+T. Then,
since the material allows
it, we want to invent new
transistor architectures
that provide even greater
performance, thanks to
the collaboration with the
French Cnrs. Finally, we
intend to change the material and pass to aluminium nitride (AlN), which
promises to allow an even
greater performance. At
this stage we will have
the valuable contribution
of two Japanese universities, Mie and Kyushu, and
the German research institute Fraunhofer”.

“THIS PROJECT HAS RECEIVED FUNDING
FROM THE EUROPEAN UNION’S HORIZON
2020 RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
PROGRAMME UNDER GRANT AGREEMENT
NO 720527”.

March 2017 PLATINUM

S

ince some years the European Comission has adopted a
strategy for tackling the issue
of sustainable access to raw materials, as it is crucial to the competitiveness and growth of the EU economy and to the objectives of the
Europe 2020 strategy. The Commission also regularly publishes an
updated list of critical raw materials in the EU, defi ned critical for
a combination of a high economic
importance to the EU with a high
risk associated with their supply.
This is the premise of the project
“Solutions for Critical Raw Materials Under Extreme Conditions”,

So we have selected the critical raw
materials required for the production of the high-tech materials, that
can work in the extreme conditions
of temperature, pressure, corrosion, friction, and wear that occurs
in several industries, such as energy production plants, machinery
manufacturing and transportation.
The project, started in March 2016
and going on till 2020, aims to the
construction and exploitation of a
network of researchers – at now 170
already involved – that in their own
institutes alredy worked on one of
the project challenge, and that now
will be coordinated on a common

mium is a critical raw material: so
we have to substitute it or reduce
its content, and we need of alternative materials. Practically the researchers involved in the network are
coordinated in four working groups,
that take on the issue with different
approaches; the fi rst group studies
why a particular element is so fundamental for the performances of a
material; the second group, on the
base of the knowledges of the fi rst
one, designs alternative materials;
once found an alterative material,
the third group develops the industrial process. Finally, the fourth
group deals with the environmental

The team

funded by the COST Association
and Horizon 2020, with a very broad partnership (27 Countries, all
European and Israel), and coordinated by the Università Politecnica
delle Marche. The list of the critical raw materials is too wide to be
tackled together from the scientific
point of view - expl ain Pr. Maria
Letizia Ruello and Dr. Giovanna
Cecchi, who oversee the project -.
PLATINUM March 2017

goal with a plurality of approaches
to give sustainable solutions to the
problem: doing more with less.
“Strategically - Ruello and Cecchi
say - we have separated the work in
two sectors: to design steel alloys
equally resistant, or protect them
with coatings. An example may help
to understand: as is known, the presence of Chromium makes the steel alloys corrosion resistant. Chro-

and economic sustainability, including recycling issues, with a circular economy approach. After only
one year of work the coordinators
are satisfyed: “The state of the art
was been acquired, and we have some solution to be exploited. We are
ready for the cooperation with the
enterprises, believing to a higher
involvement on them with the goal
to increase this innovation circle.
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Quantum theory to
help save the web

From one brain
to another

A network of young researchers will have
to verify its potential

How to transfer information through brain optical pulses

I

n It, the acronym Iar (Information Access and Retrieval)
is the possibility a user has to
access the information they desire:
the best known implementation of
this concept are the search engines
that all of us use daily to look things
up on the web. But now the theoretical tools that allow for the development of Iar are becoming insufficient in respect to the amount
of demand and behaviour of users:
we have to develop a new theore-

Massimo Melucci
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tical infrastructure, and need researchers capable of doing so. The
Quartz project - fi nanced by the Eu
as part of the “Marie SkłodowskaCurie” (Horizon 2020) programme
- has this aim. This is an “Innovative Training Network”: it is meant
to train researchers who have the
methodological tools and innovative theories necessary to help the industry progress beyond the current
state of the art. The theoretical base on which it is working is quantum
theory. “For some
time, in the world,
quantum theory is
being considered
as an alternative
infrastructure for
current theoretical tools - explains
professor Massimo Melucci from
the Department of
Computer Engineering of the Università di Padova,
coordinator of the
project -. Quantum
theor y is able to
model the unpredictable behaviour
of Iar system users.
For nearly a decade they have been
trying to build systems based on a
completely different logic, but they
are still missing
that level of researchers that can
br i ng i nvest igations forward in a
consistent manner.
The problem is re-

sources: this is why it is important
that the European Union take a
gamble on this industry and fi nances it”. The project, which has just
started, will end in 2020 and has
fi nancing for 3.5 million euros. Fifteen different subjects from across
the world are a part of it, but those directly fi nanced by the Eu are
7 European universities: in addition to Padova are the University
of Copenhagen (Denmark), Free
University of Brussels (Belgium),
University Linnaeus (Växjö, Sweden), University of Brandenburg
(Cottbus, Germany), University of
Bedfordshire (Luton, Gb) and the
Open University (Milton Keynes,
Gb). “This is the fi rst international
network which has been working
on the issue on a large scale - notes Melucci -. The fi nancing will
help find 13 young researchers,
who will be selected over the next
few months from hundreds and
hundreds of applicants: in addition to their pay, it will cover the
costs for training, meetings, visits
to other sites...”. At the end, each
of these researchers will be trained
with specific skills and will become
qualified, and in turn can become
an expert in the field. “Lastly, the
objective of this project is not a tangible product, but training people
- concludes Melucci -. We hope to
be able to demonstrate how quantum theory is the right path for
the future. It could really lead to
a paradigm change: at a university
level, fi rstly, but also industrial, as
has always been in the Iar”.
THIS PROJECT HAS RECEIVED FUNDING FROM THE
EUROPEAN UNION’S HORIZON 2020 RESEARCH AND
INNOVATION PROGRAMME UNDER THE MARIE SKŁODOWSKACURIE GRANT AGREEMENT NO 721321.
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s it possible to record information form a healthy brain, and
transfer it in that same after a
damage, through a series of pulses?
And even more: can you transfer this
same information to a second brain, so
a different person? Those two objectives, underlining the “brainbit” project
launched in December and coordinated by Professor Francesco Saverio
Pavone at the Department of Physics,
University of Florence (in collaboration with the Institute of Neuroscience of the CNR Pisa and IIT in Lecce),
are truly revolutionary, to the point
that sound like science fiction, but
are based on assumptions already very concrete, with some experimental
evidence on mice, and suggest a way
even feasible on humans. “Upstream,
it is necessary to understand how some information related to learning
experience is being coded, in man, in
terms of brain signals - explains Pavone -. Then we must be able to read
these signals with optical methods
at the level of propagation of pulses,
store them and reinsert this encoding
within the same brain after it has undergone, for example, a damage like
a stroke. Oversimplifying, a kind of
restorative action with respect to damage, which can be remedied with a
“backup” that occurred earlier in the
“hard disk brain” of the same person.
The second part of the research is
even more difficult to carry out: transfer the information between two different brains, even both healthy. “In
this the second case, the additional
complication is the biological diversity of subjects: we must first find codes
that are invariant from brain to brain.
Register these signals in the first
brain, and stimulate the second brain
with similar signals, may enable to sol-

PLATINUM March 2017

Francesco Saverio Pavone

ve the optical stimulation, something
similar to what happen through rehabilitation stimuli “. But do not think of
a research aimed at cloning “brains”.
“Brain Bit” is something else. “The
brain is an organ extremely complex
mind - explains Pavone -. I do not
know if we will never be able to transfer a feeling or an entire knowledge,
and I think there is not something we
should aim, at least for ethical reasons: our goal is to help individuals
who have deficit in learning or physical disabilities. This are primarily our
technological objectives: being able
to read the propagation of electrical
signals in the brain, and study how it
changes the activation mode during
trauma or during the subsequent rehabilitation phase. “ All this thanks

to the optogenetics, a new technology
that allows to excite neural cells with
light. There are five years in which to
implement the project. “The main obstacles are two - closes the professor
-: first understand how the biological
variability prevent us from transferring information from one subject to
another. Secondly, since the passage
of information - in laboratory rodents
- occurs with the insertion of molecules activated with the light inside
of the membranes of neurons, which
in a man could meet difficulties, we
must also study the possibility to activate neurons with other stimuli without biochemical manipulation, in an
not contact mode, and not only with
optical stimuli, for example using ultrasound…”.
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Nanometrology for
a better world
TiO2 engineered nanoparticles
for metrology of functional properties

T

Project presentation

Multi-wavelength
semiconductor
lasers
New light sources for optical interconnect

S

emiconductor lasers for telecommunications are optoelectronic devices emitting light in
the near infra-red. Since the ‘90, they
have been used to generate the optical
carrier in long distance optical fiber
communication systems. Nowadays
the increasing demand of transferring
a huge amount of data at very high bit
rates (Terabit per second) (such as in
a Google datacenter or among the boards of a supercomputer) leads to the
employment of optical data transmission also in short distance links. The
employment of optical technologies
in short distance data transmission
can be reached at low cost and low
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energy consumption if just one laser
diode can transmit several channels
(ie: several wavelengths) at the same time. The research in the field of
diode lasers for optical interconnect
is indeed now very focus in the development of comb laser sources that
emits several wavelengths that must
be equally spaced and self-phase locked. The CombLaser project, funded
by Fondazione Crt in the frame of the
initiative “La Ricerca dei Talenti” studies at the Department of Electronics
and Telecommunications of Politecnico di Torino single section comb
lasers realized with nano-structured
materials (quantum dot semiconduc-

tor materials). Professor Mariangela Gioannini, who leads the project,
says: “Our research has demonstrated
for first time that the self-locking of
the phases of the various wavelength
channels is possible thanks to the nonlinearity arising by the optical field
standing wave pattern formed in the
laser cavity. This effect increases the
signal to noise ratio in each channel
and improves the quality of the data transmission. The results obtained
by the research group have attracted
the interest of some international industries. The project will lead to development of a unique quantum dot
laser simulator”.
March 2017 PLATINUM

he use of nanomaterials is
at the basis of technological
and industrial revolution of
the third millennium and titanium
dioxide nanoparticles play a leading
role, thanks to their wide use in
many industries, from biomedical to
cosmetics, from paints to solar cells
. The challenge today is to be able
to know and control the infi nitely
small to exploit the full potential
and the project SETNanoMetro took up the challenge and addressed
using the science of measurements.
Metrology as a weapon to undermine the inaccessibility of nanoscale
world and make it available to the
industry for optimizing the performance of its products: this is the
aim of the European consortium
of 16 partners whose for 40 months
have been working in collaboration
and synergy, from the production
of engineered nanoparticles to their
characterization. Funded with 5.6
million Euros from the European
Commission under the 7th Framework Programme, beginning
1st in December 2013 and ending
March 31st, 2017, SETNanoMetro
is coordinated by the National Institute of Metrological Research
and involved university, industry
and centres of research from nine
European countries. The partners
have worked closely with the aim
to produce reference materials and
standard characterization procedures, in order to improve knowledge
on titanium dioxide and characterize the functional properties based
on parameters such as shape and
size. Nanoparticles of titania into
crystalline phases such as anatase,
rutile and brukite were produced
PLATINUM March 2017

by hydrothermal synthesis and characterized by geometric and dimensional point of view with very low
uncertainty and are now available
on the market. The production is
today realized on a large scale, as
regards both the powders both the
fi lms, in which engineered nanoparticles deposited into two-dimen-

certify the degradation properties
of the main polluting gases known
indoor and outdoor and it is currently available on the market. The
product titanium dioxide was also
used to evaluate the performance
of photoelectrochemical Grätzel
cells. Given the widespread use of
the world in nanometric form of

Andrea Mario Rossi

sional layers for applications in the
biomedical field or construction.
Exploiting the specific properties of
titanium dioxide, a tool to test the
photocatalytic properties of titanium dioxide-based paints directly
in situ has been fabricated. This reactor allows to give traceable measurement in order to compare and

this material were also evaluated
in toxicity according both to the
crystalline phase that the shape and
size. The project has thus provided
a metrological approach to the industries to know, to modulate and
therefore optimize nanomaterials
and performance of the products
that contain them.
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When business
joins research
I

t could be Cps engineering,
also called cyber-physical systems applied to the manufacturing industry, with an operating
vision where industry 4.0 is already
a daily reality. They could be new
architectural tools that “adapt” to
archeology to reconstruct an Etruscan city in 3D. It could be the use
of a very modern laboratory-ship,
to understand the geological history of the Mediterranean through
the salt layers that lie beneath the
sea surface... These are just some
of the examples among the many
that you will read in the next pages of how Italian research - at the
highest level - knows how to renew
itself constantly: starting with results obtained previously, maybe
even from different disciplines,
to reach new goals and remarkable results that, in turn, will act as
a base for future discoveries. It is
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promising that in the front row, in
regards to constant search for new
solutions, there are not only excellent universities (that often do the
lion’s share of the work, as it should
be), but there are also large and
small companies, and niche entrepreneurs side by side with the protagonists of the Italian economy.
Like Ansaldo (you have already
read in the previous pages about
its project that combines rail and
satellite technologies) or like Enel,
the main player in an equally substantial project that aims at reducing water use in the production
of electricity. The industry knows
that the future comes from research, and this synergy is the heart
of many of the best adventures.
It is a pleasure to speak of these
projects, and it will be even better
to see them bloom and lead to even
more down the road.
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If energy
saved water

Csp solar
for Smart Grid
This is the goal of the Orc-Plus Project, a European
project,coordinated by Enea

T

he Orc-Plus (Organic Rankine Cycle - Prototype Link to
Storage Unit) Project is a European Project H2020, supported
by EU Commission with a funding
of about 6.4 million euro. Orc-Plus
is among the 10 projects dedicated
to developing high-concentration
solar power Enea is currently taking
part in, on the basis of its extensive
experience in conducting research
on components and systems and in
designing and constructing power
plants of any size. In the Project together with Enea (coordinator of the
project) are involved also two European research institutes: Fraunhofer
Institute (Germany) and CIC Energigune (Spain); Iresen (Morocco),
one of the main Moroccan stakeholders related to Concentrated Solar
Power; 2 small-medium enterprises,
(Soltigua (Italian company specialized in the manufacturing of linear
concentrators for small-medium
sized CSP plants) and Euronovia
(French service company) and the

Italian industrial company Enerray Spa (Maccaferri Group), leader in the design, installation and
maintenance of medium and large
plants for renewable energy. In the
Consortium is present , as a third
party, also Exergy Spa (Italy). The
Orc-Plus Project aims at developing
an optimized combination of an innovative Thermal Energy Storage
(optimized for the small CSP scale)
and engineering solutions necessary
to improve the dispatchability (production on demand) and number of
hours of production of an existing
small CSP plant, located in an arid
area of Morocco and coupled with
an ORC turbine. This Orc-Plus demonstration plant will be installed
in Benguerir (Morocco) in the Green Energy Park of Iresen, as extension of a local Iresen Csp plant. This
Iresen/Ocp plant (built by Enerray)
consists of a Fresnel solar field with
net collecting area of 11,435 m 2
(supplied by Soltigua),an ORC turbine of 1MWel provided by Exergy

A great European project to reduce the use of water resources

Spa, and an air cooled condenser
that limits to the maximum the use
of water. With the Orc-Plus Project
the solar field will be extended by
an additional net collecting area
4900 m 2 , of net mirrors, to which
will be added an innovative Thermal Storage System of 20 MWt able
to supply the ORC turbine for additional 4 hours without sun. As heat
transfer fluid will be used with environmentally compatible oil that works in the range of 180° C to 300° C.
The final result of the Orc-Plus
Project will inaugurate a new CSP
model of small size, based on decentralized solutions, with a short
period of realization and with a
compact and modular system, able
to achieve economies of production
and to meet the needs of customers
for combined thermal and electrical
power lower than 5MWe. This new
approach will favour the integration
of the renewable energy with conventional energy generation (smart
grids).

Headquarter
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n the big power plants, a large
amount of water is used for cooling. Reducing the use of water resources for this procedure is
a large-scale strategic process, both
in economic terms and environmental sustainability. This is the focus
of Matching, the project coordinated by Enel Produzione as part of
the European programme, Horizon
2020 (Grant Agreement n° 686031),
which brings together 16 European
partners – including utilities (Enel,
Edf, Enel Green Power), research
institutes(Aimen, Cnr-Itm, Dti,
Engie Lab, Materia Nova, Vito), and
vendors (Aquastill, Integasa, Ionics,
Pathema, Spig, Sweco) - with financing for approximately 9 million euros for 3.5 years of work. According
to Danila Cumbo, from the Innovation team of Enel Global Thermal
Generation, “there are mainly two
ways to reduce water usage in thermoelectric power plants: the fi rst
is reusing the resource as much as
possible, the second aims at finding
solutions that reduce the demand”.
The project focuses on both options. Some partners are working
on developing technology that treats residual waters so they can be
reused; others are working on developing solutions, based on the
use of nano-materials, which will
improve heat exchange thereby leading to a reduction in the amount
of water needed in the production
process. “The objective is to find
solutions which are economically
competitive in both cases, applying
them together where possible - continues Cumbo. During the first year of work, which has just finished,
the selected technologies were tested in scale in the lab: “The results
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are positive and have allowed us to
now carry out demonstrations in the
plants”. The project involves 7 large power plants, located in various
parts of Europe and very different
from each other by type and position: 2 of these are in Italia, in Brindisi and the heart of Toscana. “It is
important to highlight the difference between the plants. From one site to the next, in fact, there can be
very different conditions. The plants
located along the coast usually use
sea water for cooling; in other cases,
this operation is carried out by using
evaporation towers”. Another very

different situation is represented by
the geothermal plant of Nuova San
Martino, in Grosseto. “In that context, Enel Green Power will install
a hybrid tower in full scale, carrying
out part of the cooling through convective heat exchange, which in this
case does not have the goal of saving water, in that the geothermal
process does not use water taken
from drinking water basins, but to
preserve the geothermal resource
reducing evaporation and condensation of the geothermal fluid and
increase the quantity reinjected into
the tanks”.
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Internet: the search
for speed
Two projects face the problem focussing on innovative software use

T

he central role and widespread use of the Internet in our
daily lives is a matter of fact.
Even though very few reflect on what
is at the base of this planet-wide tool of communication: like Kahn and
Cerf, the first ones to code the language, have said, the Internet has
two “technical souls” that coexist.
The one is the network, a giant information system on a worldwide scale,
visible and used by all. But there is
also a hidden side, a communication
infrastructure that is equally gigantic,
which manages and controls the flow
of traffic. From its beginning in 1995,
the Consorzio Nazionale Interuniversitario per le Telecomunicazioni
(Cnit) has been carrying out the front-

running role of scientific research for
solutions and innovative architecture
for the infrastructure of the Internet
networks of the future. In particular,
the current technological-scientific
challenge is to fi nd solutions capable of supplying high performance
in speed, safety and reliability, and
at the same time capable of handling
the increasingly varied and pressing
needs of emerging applications. “Today there are ‘hardware devices’, you
install them and they stay there forever, they don’t allow you to keep up
with innovation: while the Internet
presents constant innovation, networks that need to be reconfigured in
an extremely rapid manner”, explains
professor Giuseppe Bianchi, from the

From left Giuseppe Bianchi and Nicola Blefari Melazzi
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Università di Tor Vergata, one of the
universities belonging to Cnit, together with another 36 Italian universities. “We are used to thinking of the
Internet in terms of speed: instead
there is also the problem of the delay
between sending and receiving data.
To change all this, we need software
solutions, but today software is still
too slow”. This is the premise for two
European projects with which Cnit
is working. The first, in partnership
with the research facilities of the Politecnico di Milano and the Università
di Pisa, is called Beba, and is developing a prototype for a network hub
in which reprogramming is obtained
through solutions which do not rely
on a computer, because otherwise it
would take too much time. “We have
created architecture that makes calculations while the package is transferred - explains Bianchi, coordinator for the project -. A result used
through sophisticated language, separating the elementary functions of
the router, in hardware, and the way
in which it is combined, in software.
We have elementary units, like Lego
pieces: if we put them together in a
different way, the combination changes, and we guarantee they can be
reprogrammed”. The second project
is called Super Fluidity, and is coordinated by Nicola Blefari Melazzi,
who is also professor at Tor Vergata
and has recently become manager of
Cnit. “The objective of Super Fluidity
is the same as Beba, but in a wider
context - explains Bianchi -: not for
the single router, but at a level of network services. To develop a network
that is fluid and can go very fast, and
with innovative services that can be
reused, which noticeably decreases
the cost...”.
March 2017 PLATINUM
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n the last decades, the manufacturing ecosystem witnessed an unprecedented
evolution of disruptive technologies
forging new opportunities for manufacturing companies to cope the ever
growing market pressure”, explain
Anna De Carolis, Giacomo Tavola,
Marco Taisch Manufacturing Group
- School of Management Politecnico
di Milano. “In this scenario, ICT has
represented the crucial enabler for
preserving competitiveness and fostering industry innovation. In particular, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) is a
breakthrough research area for ICT in
manufacturing and represents also the
new innovation frontier for accomplishing the Industry4.0 vision. Thus, an
important factor for a successful innovation strategy is a more aware and widespread use of the CPS engineering
in the manufacturing environment to
ensure a competitive advantage for
business success and jobs creation. In
fact, CPS can be considered one of the
key enablers for the “digital factory”
(where the machines are able to reconfigure themselves in line with external
conditions and thanks to their embedded computing power) and virtual factories (able to orchestrate the factory’s
resources and the information across
the entire value chain through IoT,
cloud computing and smart products
paradigms) creation. In this scenario,
sCorPiuS, a European funded project
coordinated by Fondazione Politecnico di Milano, focused its activities in
tight connection with industrial experts and stakeholders through a number of interviews and validation events
and defined the roadmap for CPS in
manufacturing in Europe, carrying
out an extensive analysis of the current
framework and state-of-the art of CPS
technologies, applications in industry,
supplier and users as well the most relevant RD&I initiatives at global level
increasing the understanding of how
CPS technologies can improve engineering and manufacturing performance. The term “Cyber-Physical System”
was coined at the National Science
Foundation (NSF) in the United States
around 2006 and it describes a broad
range of complex, multi-disciplinary,
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Towards
the industry 4.0
sCorPiuS roadmap for Cyber-Pysical Systems (CPS)
in manufacturing
physically-aware next generation engineered systems that integrates embedded computing technologies (cyber
part) into the physical world. This integration mainly includes observation,
communication, and control aspects of
the physical systems from the multidisciplinary perspective. Both product
and factory lifecycle will be strongly
impacted. For the first case, by considering even the last phases of the product life cycle (e.g. de-manufacturing,
after sales services, etc.). Instead, on
a factory life-cycle perspective, CPS
are able to interact with all the hierarchical layers of the automation pyramid and so to empower the exchange
of information across all the phases,
resulting in a better product-service

development (in terms of efficiency,
timing, quality, etc.). However, providers of this technology have to create new business models in order to
make CPS be adopted both in small
and large companies. In doing so, several challenges need to be addressed: privacy, security, dependability,
genitive abilities, human interaction,
ubiquity, standardization, robust connectivity and governance. Since CPS
are implemented in heterogeneous
environments, companies need new
architectures able to seamlessly integrate several heterogeneous automation software conceived in different
domains (e.g. control, diagnostic, modelling, process rendering, human machine interfaces, etc.) of the factories.
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The Statistics that illuminates

Through matter

A pool of researchers, from several Italian universities, has developed
new statistical models applicable in the economic and social fields

Archaeology under the lens of the microscope

T

o develop new statistical models, which have as a common factor the inclusion of what are known as latent
variables: which to say, factors the existence of which is presupposed, but not directly observable. This was the successful objective of the Futuro in Ricerca project “Mixture and Latent Variable Models for Causal Inference and
Analysis of Socio-Economic Data”, related to the Horizon
2020 program. The research project is coming to an end,
after four years of collaboration by a team of researchers
organized into several units, among them the University of
Perugia. “The project is in
the field of statistics, the
area of most members
of the group”, comments
the project coordinator,
professor Francesco Bartolucci, who has been assisted in Perugia by Silvia
Bacci, “and we are very
The team
satisfied: the results obtained, in both methodologi-

cal and applied terms, can have an impact on various areas
of daily life, from education to the labour market, and from
health to social behaviour, in various contexts”. The numerous publications and presentations at various international
conferences confirm the positive outcome of the project. In
addition to the members of the Perugia unit (which includes
researchers from “Federico II” in Naples), researchers from
the universities of Bologna (coordinated by Silvia Cagnone),
Florence (Alessandra Mattei), Milano Bicocca and Catania
(Fulvia Pennoni), and Rome Sapienza (Paolo Giordani) have also contributed. “Now
we also expect results in
terms of new collaborations”, Bartolucci added
in closing, “in the wake
of those with the Ministry
of Health and other institutions, in various Italian
contexts, which have been
an integral part of the research project”.

T

he project “Time though colours”, funded by the Italian Ministry of University and ResearchMiur in 2012 for 3 years, allowed the
creation of a permanent laboratory
of research and study of Sapienza
University of Rome (Davide Nadali),
University of Perugia (Andrea Polcaro) and University of Cagliari (Daniele Chiriu). In particular, the research
has been specifically devoted to the
creation and enhancement of a portable instrument for Near-Infrared/
Visible Photoluminescence and Raman analyses to be tested and used on
archaeological materials: the collaboration and agreement with the Ashmolean Museum of the University of
Oxford allowed the study and analysis
of a selected set of archaeological materials from ancient Mesopotamia,
with special focus on the collection

Textiles at the digital divide

E
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assures improved communication with consumers, whilst
the enterprises are increasing their investments in personalizing offers and in reducing environmental impact”. The
project will be opening up to new enterprises and start-ups
in April 2017, whilst the good practices will be related at a
conference in Athens on 20 and 21 June.

THE TCBL PROJECT IS FUNDED BY THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION UNDER THE HORIZON 2020
PROGRAMME (GRANT AGREEMENT NO. 646133).
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Analysis tool

ble configuration: two spectrometers
with Deep Blue and Near Infrared
sources. Micro Raman configuration
is obtained by coupling the spectrometers with a Bwtek Bac 151B microscope. The analysis through Photoluminescence and Raman spectroscopy
is definitely effective and convenient,
as data on the chemical and physical
composition of the archaeological artefacts can be collected without any
damage, alteration or partial destruction of the original objects. Therefore, the research project allowed the
launch of the regular mapping and
sampling of the chemical and physical properties of the clay used in ancient Mesopotamia, a research that
is still underway with its spin-off as
archaeological fieldwork in southern
Iraq in the site of Tell Zurghul/Nigin
since 2014.

The virtual reality in the
Etruscan town of Kainua

Prato at the centre of a European project for innovation in the Textile and clothing industry
urope is now confronted by digitalization, in an obligatory process of reorganization and shared management
of value chains. The Tcbl (Textile and Clothing Business
Labs) project, launched for innovation in the textile and
clothing industry, is breathing life into a new “ecosystem”,
with the aim of reducing industry-related environmental
impact by 20% and recuperate 5% of the manufacturing
potential by 2025. Coordinated by the Prato municipality
and funded by the European Commission under the Horizon 2020 programme (Grant Agreement No. 646133), the
project is active in 8 European countries to explore new production processes through laboratories and pilot projects.
An important “Design Lab” has been set up in the Museo
del Tessuto textile museum in Prato, to develop synergies
between the system actors (enterprises, fashion schools,
designers), focused on enhancing the fashion heritage as
strategic factor of the Made in Italy. “The project envisages
complete digitalization of the museum archives, confirming
Prato’s status as a contemporary city and offering once in
a lifetime opportunities to develop the district”, explains
Daniela Toccafondi, municipal councillor for Production
Activities. “Digitalizing the textile and clothing industry

of pottery and cuneiform tablets from
the ancient city of Kish, all to be dated to the mid- third millennium BC.
The instrument allows measurements
in back scattering geometry with dou-

A multidisciplinary project allows to rebuild
the ancient Marzabotto

T

he archaeological area in the Etruscan town of Marzabotto, over the hills behind Bologna, is one of the
most important in Northern Italy. The University of Bologna has a century-old tradition of digging activities in
the ancient Kainua. Thus, the excellent results belonging to the closing research project entitled “Kainua. Reconstructing, perceiving, disseminating the lost reality.
Transmedial technologies for the Etruscan town of Marzabotto” are not surprising. The project is coordinated
by the Chair of Etruscology of the Bologna University
and is led by Andrea Gaucci (Department of History and
Cultures) and Simone Garagnani (Department of Architecture), and with the collaboration of Cineca. “The core
of our work was the multidisciplinary approach - Gaucci
says - We created a methodology, namely a useful tool
aimed at the reconstruction of the whole Etruscan town,
thinking about an extended community of beneficiaries, but with a meticulous philological approach”. In the
methodological application of our research we reached
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important results: we borrowed tools from the architectural design, such as the ArchaeoBIM we developed,
in order to virtually rebuild lost structures and to test
their statics. Now that the project is coming to an end,
the research group has two final goals: the promotion of
the archaeological area of Marzabotto and its territory,
and the dissemination of the successful methodology.

From left Andrea Gaucci and Simone Garagnani
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A “giant” beneath
the Mediterranean

Geological carbon cycle
Nanorocks are the key to unravel global geological processes

A

s the basis of all biomolecules, carbon contributes so centrally to the sustainability of life on
Earth. Whereas a tremendous amount is known about
the short- term carbon cycle, in which carbon is rapidly exchanged only within the surficial system, relatively little is known about the geological (long-term)

Omar Bartoli

carbon cycle which operates over millions of years and
involves the slow exchange of carbon between rocks and
the superficial systems. The modeling of the long-term
carbon cycle suffers from the large extrapolations and
significant uncertainties, and largely overlooks potential
contributions such as carbon-bearing crustal magmas.
Recently, the Scientific Independence of Young Researchers (Sir) programme of the Ministry of University and
Research has funded Care (CArbon REcycling during
melting of the continental crust; RBSI14Y7PF), a 3-year
project with the geologist Omar Bartoli as principal investigator, researcher at the Department of Geosciences
at the University of Padova. Care aims at obtaining the
original carbon content of crustal magmas produced in
the geological history through an innovative and powerful approach: the study of nanogranitoids (size <20 μm; 1
μm = 0.001 mm). The principal investigator has recently
demonstrated that these nanorocks are the embryos of
crustal magmas and can provide chemical information
largely ignored before. The results of this study will represent an important advancement in the understanding
of long-term carbon cycle.

Nanotechnology under the lens
Studying the risks, costs and benefits. Aim: safe products and processes

N

anotechnology is one of the
key areas identified by the
European Union’s Europe 2020
Strategy. The rapid growth forecasts in the industry have not only
brought hopes and expectations,
but also concerns at a social level
with regard to the adequacy of existing legislation for this new sector.
In fact, despite the clear benefits
of engineered nanomaterials, they
may present risks to human health
and the environment. In order to
investigate these risks and identify
ways to prevent them, the European project Sun (Sustainable Nanotechnologies) has been launched.
With a budget of over € 13 million,
Sun, coordinated by Professor Antonio Marcomini of the University
Ca’ Foscari of Venice, has involved
more than 100 scientists from 35
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academic and industrial organisations from 12 European Member
States. Aim: to promote innovation by providing the data and tools to industries capable of making
the decision-making for the development of safer products and processes more effective. In order to
achieve this the project has developed Sunds, a user-friendly decision

support system, able to estimate
the risk for workers and consumers
and the environmental impact caused by exposure to engineered nanomaterials along the life cycle of
nanotechnology products. In cases
where such risks are not controlled,
Sunds proposes appropriate measures for their reduction. The tool will
be available this spring.
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Between Gibraltar and Lebanon there is a huge deposit of rock salt set to be studied

Angelo Camerlenghi

U

nder the seabed of the Mediterranean sea, between Gibraltar and Lebanon, there
is what scientists call a “salt giant”. A
huge deposit of rock salt and gypsum,
a deep layer up to two kilometres
thick that extends almost everywhere
(except in the “marginal” seas, such as
the Tyrrhenian, Adriatic and Aegean)
and in some corners of “our sea” it has
even broken the surface: for example, in Sicilia (where there are several salt mines) and Calabria. Medsalt
is an complex project of international
scientific networking, launched last
May and scheduled to run until 2020,
with the purpose of studying this “salt
giant”. A project funded by Cost Association as part of Horizon 2020, and
coordinated by Dr Angelo Camerlenghi, director of the Geophysics
section at Ogs, the National Institute
of Oceanography and Experimental
Geophysics (one of the twelve public research institutions funded by
the Ministry of Education). “We are
studying the salt deposit with various
scientific aims in mind”, begins Camerlenghi. First of all, it must be said
PLATINUM March 2017

that the salt deposits were formed by
the evaporation of sea water, and the
Mediterranean represents one of the
youngest “salt giant” on earth (it was
formed “only” about 6 million years
ago). “So we can understand the formation mechanisms without the salt
having been deformed by the slow
continental drift”. The project (involving about 120 people, in various roles
and in various countries) has four key
objectives. “The first is to solve the
major scientific dispute about the origin of the salt giant. Secondly, thanks
to the scientific drilling of the seabed, we can study the deep biosphere within the earth: there are bacteria
and viruses that live at depths of 2 km.

An active and diverse deep biosphere still to be discovered”. The third
objective has social and economic
implications. “Rock salt - continues
Camerlenghi - is a rock that is easily
deformed and which can lead to dangerous situations in submarine environments. The increasing use of the
seabed for economic activities calls for
the knowledge of geological processes
even in the deep sea. For example, it
has long been considered to store toxic and nuclear waste in salt deposits,
thinking that they were impermeable
and static...”. Finally, the project will
study the impact of the “salt giant”
on the geographical development of
the Mediterranean and the adjacent
mountain ranges. The majority of the
project work will take place off shore.
And the Ogs has its own research vessel, “Ogs Explora” - outfitted for geophysical exploration, oceanographic
measurements and equipped with
laboratories for analysis of water and
sediment samples - which will be the
operational hub of the project. “After
the summer, we will start an initial
prospecting south of the Balearics explains the coordinator -: the final
step, in 2021, will be to drill these
deposits for scientific purposes, both
to the south of the Balearics and off
the coast of Israel in the Levantine
basin…”.

Ogs Explora ship
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Medicine,
the queen
of research
T

he fi nal section of this report shines a spotlight on
the queen of research, medicine. In the articles that you will
read, Italian professors and researchers of various universities and
latitudes speak about extraordinary projects that they are coordinating. They are projects that push
forward the medical-scientific field:
whether it is about nanotechnology
for precision medicine, or the transferring of cerebral information
through optical impulses, research
on new antibiotics, or the creation
of proteins that, making use of magnetic fields, go beyond the current
knowledge of optogenetics. These
are only some of the examples of
a continuous activity that every
day involves dozens and dozens of
bright minds, and that rightly also
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the European Union recognizes
and promotes with its financing.
Several of the projects that we will
speak about have won calls for funding tenders by Erc, the European
Research Council: a program that
in March 2017 celebrates ten years
of activity, and that has always seen
Italian-coordinated projects among
those fi nanced, year after year. For
our research it is certainly a point
of pride. Now we look with attention to the next round of calls for
funding tenders: the recently presented Work Program by Erc announced a total fi nancing of 1.8 billion Euros, the highest ever in this
decade. We are certain that Italian
research will prove its worth also
on this occasion: we will have many
more projects of which to tell you
about…
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A worldwide
competitive network

Toward overcoming optogenetics
Beyond optogenetics: new tools for controlling neurons

O

ptogenetics is a novel experimental methodology, which
uses light for a control over the functions of an organism in a non-invasive way. Neuroscientists typically
use optogenetics to dissect the complexity of the brain by turning specific neurons “on” or “off” while simultaneously observing the resulting
changes in the behaviour of the free
moving animal. But research constantly moves on and today scientists
are experimenting with new stimuli besides light for controlling brain
functions in a remote manner. This is
what professor Anna Moroni is testing
at the Department of Biosciences of
the University of Milan together with
her husband Gerhard Thiel, a professor at TU-Darmstadt, Germany.
Together they just won a European
grant to develop a new generation of

synthetic proteins, which can be controlled by alternative stimuli such as
magnetic fields or ultrasound waves.
“We have designed a new protein that
responds to magnetic stimuli because it contains an iron core - says Moroni –. Now we have to express it at
the membrane of the cells and try to
control its movements: this is the goal
of our project that is called noMagic;
it will develop in the next five years
and thanks to the relevant European funding, will allow us to acquire
instrumentations and to hire young
and motivated scientists”. The work
has just started but the confidence
of the couple, presently in New York
at Columbia University for another
awarded grant, is already high: their
project is already raising great interest within the international scientific
community.

Paolo Decuzzi talks about his interdisciplinary
organization’s strong points

A

Anna Moroni

Future of nanomedicines
A laboratory recently set up in Genova already engaged in various major projects

T

he field of nanomedicines and use of intelligent particles to convey medicines in diseased tissues is certainly one of the most innovative and stimulating in current research. Many are the applications in the biomedical
field: from oncology to cardiovascular, neurodegenerative
to neurodevelopment, metabolic diseases to chronic in-

The team
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flammatory ones. And in Genova, at the Istituto Italiano di
Tecnologia, the Nanotechnology laboratory for precision
medicine was set up in July 2015; founded and directed
by Professor Paolo Decuzzi back from his long experience
in the Usa, it is an interdisciplinary organization currently working on various research projects. The first is the
European project for which the laboratory itself was set
up – the prized Erc grant – focused on treating brain
tumours; the second is financed by Airc –Italian cancer
research association and relates to the study of breast tumours. And right at the start of 2017 the team led by
Decuzzi won another European project due to engage 14
European partners and one North American – Stanford
University. In parallel it is working on a series of pilot
projects, collaborating with several Italian hospitals, firstly in Genova, with the Gaslini Hospital for treating paediatric neuroblastoma, with Galliera Hospital for treating
patients suffering from colorectal tumours and with San
Martino Hospital on nuclear imaging, but is also actively
collaborating with Monasterio Hospital in Pisa on atherosclerosis and San Raffaele Hospital in Milano for brain
tumour imaging.
March 2017 PLATINUM

t his back a long experience in
nanomedicine, at first in Bari
and Catanzaro as a biomedical
engineer, then for a decade in Houston
in biomedical research centres. From
Texas, Paolo Decuzzi returned to Italia a couple of years ago, benefiting by
a European grant enabling him to set
up his Nanotechnology laboratory for
Precision Medicine in Genova. How
come you choose Genova for this new
venture? “Because it is where the
Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (Iit) is
centred, the institute I relied on for
support for the European grant, and
the only Italian institute where I would
have been able to do so – he replies -.
For me the essential goal was to continue to be competitive on an international scale and I needed an organization
capable of supporting the idea. For
example Iit gave me the opportunity
to rapidly hire 20 people and equip
a interdisciplinary laboratory, hardly
possible anywhere else and I am very
grateful to the Institute for the support
it is giving us”. So the laboratory employs around twenty people. What is
their role? “I chose to create an interdisciplinary organization to deal with
the subject from all points of view. The
team comprises research workers with
differing backgrounds: engineers for
nanomedicine, pharmacological and
biotechnological project engineering
for production and synthesis; biologists
for tests on cells and veterinaries to
follow up the preclinical study part...
I would add that, thanks to the new
European project won just a few weeks
ago, our number is bound to double
up. What is more, amongst these 20
there are a few seniors with experience gained in Houston, but we also
have doctorate students in research
PLATINUM March 2017

Paolo Decuzzi

and those in their final year at various
Italian universities. Quite a diversified
organization, both for background and
for seniority”. But what exactly is your
role in the team? “Above all I am responsible for the organization of the
work, goals in research, the professional growth of my collaborators, creation of partnerships and fundraising. It
is not a huge group and this is of great
help to me to follow the work of the
young people in the laboratory: I like
to be totally involved, with continual
feedbacks on the various lines of research”. What is your opinion about the
experience in the laboratory after less
than 2 years of life “A very good one,
the laboratory is already competitive
and demonstrates this by the fact that,
whilst the first European project had
been devised and written in the Usa,
the recently won project was entirely
generated by Iit. I believe that in Italia

the problem is not so much to have the
brains come back but to put them in
the position of being competitive with
the rest of the world; I am very glad to
have returned, because I found excellent competitive conditions here, also
from an international point of view”.
Lastly what are the laboratory’s strong
points? “Basically the capacity to create networks between the technological world of Iit and the clinical one. It
is extremely important to go hand in
hand with the clinical research worker,
who is the nanomedicine end user, the
one who will inject it into the patient.
These connections are fundamental:
Italia has very fertile ground in this,
there are great conditions for expertise, but often the ability to form an
organic system is lacking. Experience
in the laboratory demonstrates that
to grow all together you can, even in
complex researches”.
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The potential
of porous silicon
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Innovative applications for the monitoring of metabolites
and drugs of abuse

P

orous silicon, a kind of “spongy
derivative” of the crystalline
silicon, is a material of great potential, due to its high surface area
together with high ultraviolet absorptivity and thermal and electrical conductivity. Its fields of application in research are constantly
growing. One of these new areas
is behind the project “development
and optimization of Functionalized
porous Silicon surfaces as support
for Mass spectrometry analysis”,
led by Dr. Maurizio Ronci, at the
University “Gabriele D’Annunzio”
of Chieti. It is a field yet to be fully
explored - stresses Ronci - : the aim
is to develop analytical applications
to detect and quantify metabolites

or other substances of forensic interest, such as drugs of abuse, narcotics and explosives”. A project that

Maurizio Ronci

could provide results in different
areas: not just in a clinical laboratory, but also in the field. In recent
months, Ronci has already published a couple of significant papers
on the subject. “In the next steps
– adds the researcher – we will test
the possibility to extract classes of
pharmacologically relevant endogenous lipids and analyze them to
obtain a spatial mapping within
specific tissues, such as biopsies or
histological sections.” The goal, over
a couple of years, is to create an innovative technological platform for
the analysis of these substances: “it
would be a key starting point for
further developing the real potential of the study.”

Searching for new antibiotics
In Europe infectious diseases related deaths are on the rise:
There is a need for innovative solutions

D

Attilio Fabbretti
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ata can surprise, but they are
dramatically real: in Europe,
infections caused by bacteria that
are resistant to antimicrobials lead
to more than 25000 deaths every
year. Moreover, bacterial resistance
to antibiotics has increased over the
past decades and currently most of
the human pathogens have acquired
resistance to at least one class of antimicrobials in clinical use. Obviously,
these constantly growing numbers
are causing a health emergency. A
team of researchers from the School
of Biosciences and Veterinary Medicine of the University of Camerino,
led by Dr. Attilio Fabbretti, has been
working for three years on a project
entitled “New antimicrobial agents
targeting antibiotic resistance mechanisms and novel or underexploi-

New chemical

ted targets”. “The aim of my project
is to contribute to the advancement
in the discovery of new antibiotics
- said doctor Fabbretti - “Our goal
was also the study of the mechanisms of action of molecules produced
by microorganisms, to understand
their target and to prevent pathogen
resistance mechanisms. The project,
which is now almost finished, has
achieved relevant outcomes. “We
have functionally and structurally characterized two new molecules that are able to inhibit bacterial
protein synthesis. Even if there are
still many steps before their clinical employment, the two molecules
have innovative structures and new
mechanisms of action and we hope
they will became marketable drugs
in the near future.
March 2017 PLATINUM

Biological
targets & tests

WG-2

Medicine for
multiple targets

Multi-target and poly-pharmacology: two synonyms for a modern paradigm
in discovering new medicines

M

any of the illnesses we
suffer from are caused
by multiple factors. The
pharmaceutical chemicals are on
the front line to discover new tools to combat them. The “key-lock”
theory, introduced by Nobel Prize
winner Paul Ehrlich, represents
the original model to identify new
bioactive compounds based on the
paradigm “one medicine for one target”. Recently, a new trend has been registered which overtakes that
paradigm by using a multiple factor
element. This is based on the idea
that synergetic action in blocking, at
the same time, multiple therapeutic
targets by single medicines should,
therefore, work at lower doses and
with fewer side effects. There are
already many natural and/or synthetic examples of bioactive compounds
with multiple action profi les. After
all, many molecules of this kind are
still unknown, either because studies have yet to be carried out on
them, because the multiple effects
have yet to be studied, or simply because some synergetic targets were
identified after they were discovered. For this reason, it is logical to
proceed with the extension of the
original paradigm towards a “medicine for multiple targets”, which
unites together the two synonyms
in the title above. Considering the
difficulties encountered in discovering a medicine following the original paradigm, how is it possible to
move forward in the case of multiple
targets? What are the most correct
methods to adopt? Who are the most
qualified experts to accelerate the
procedure of discovering new medicines? To these and other questions,
PLATINUM March 2017

the 5 members of Cost Action are
looking for answers, led by Stefano
Alcaro, professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry at the Università
Magna Græcia in Catanzaro. After
his approval, the project started in
Brussels in April 2016, financed by
European funds from the Horizon
2020 programme for 4 years with
the acronym MuTaLig, which sums
up the paradigm for discovering new
medicines under the multi-target
platform, or rather poly-pharmacological. The objective is the bring
together work groups, highly qualified in pharmaceutical chemistry,
into an international network dedicated to the above topic. The logo is
in the design of a test tube in which
four work groups, from WG-1 to

WG-4, are connected to generate a
virtuous cycle of interaction. After
the first year, Cost Action has included 31 different countries, and has
already involved over 230 subjects,
including young and experienced
scientists who came together in the
fi rst two meetings in Lugano (July
2016), Budapest (November 2016)
and, recently, in the fi rst School of
Vienna (February 2017). In this occasion they officially launched the
platform for Cost Action called Chemotheca, developed in Catanzaro to
host a molecular database essential
for the process of identifying molecules with these profi les. The access
to such a tool is free to all parties
interested in participating in Cost
Action MuTaLig.

The team
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Technology transfer
in support of Smes

Institutional
help desk

The University of Salerno is engaged in cementing relations
between the scientific community and the business world

T

he University of Salerno, in
its mission statement, guarantees support and continuity to the activities connected
to university technology transfer,
with the aim of promoting and disseminating the results of university
research, starting systematic relationships with the local economic
and productive fabric (especially
with Smes) and encouraging the
use of research results in innovative
production processes. It is focused
on the actions of communication
and relationship with external players, primarily companies and organisations but also other universities
and research institutions engaged
in the processes of enhancements,
transfer and relations with the local area. From intellectual property
to technologies, from know-how to
university research products; the
University of Salerno ensures the
appropriate administrative-legaljudicial support for technology
transfer projects and management
of the patent portfolio available. It
helps to identify new fundraising
tools to promote innovation and
encourage the development of new
patents and the industrial application of new technologies. Again
focused on supporting technology
transfer processes, the University
conducts, through research groups,
opportunity analysis for venture capital operations with a view to developing new business initiatives
with high added value (spin-off).
Hence the need to engage in the
consolidation of the links between
the university research community
and the business world, in order to
interconnect the two on mutual de-

Research and technological transfer.
An objective reached by our universities,
creators of new talents available to businesses
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velopment and connection opportunities. In addition to establishing
technology transfer agreements
such as option, license or patent
assignment, collaborative projects
and/or development of technology,
Sponsored Research Agreements,
aimed at the enhancement of the
Unisa Intellectual Property, the
university provides also support
and assistance to the decentralised
structures for the set-up of contractual research operations, partnerships and third parties agreements
to facilitate the increase in value
of research results. Once again
focused on supporting technology
transfer processes, the University of
Salerno conducts, through its research teams, analysis of opportuni-

ties for venture capital operations
in order to develop new business
initiatives with high added value,
the spin-off of university research.
Projects such as “Research Exchange” and “job Campus” testify its real commitment to the third mission.
At the same time, the University of
Salerno wants to encourage those
forms of self-employment of young
graduates who often have brilliant
ideas, but are not backed up by
established entrepreneurial skills.
To encourage the creation of new
start-ups and support those already begun, the University of Salerno
intends to be a meeting point for
young people, their ideas, company
accelerators, banks and venture capitalists.
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